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- **etc**: Grouper configuration, administrative access control groups, and loader jobs
- **basis**: groups used exclusively by the IAM team to build reference groups
- **ref**: reference groups, institutional meaningful cohorts - “truth”
- **bundle**: sets of reference groups used in policy for many services
- **app**: enterprise applications access control policy - specific policy for a service
- **org**: delegated authority, ad-hoc groups, org “owned” apps or reference groups
- **test**: test folder for system verification
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**Basis Groups** - Systems of record codes (hidden away from access policy)
- basis:hris:{employee_codes}
- basis:sis:{student_codes}

**Reference Groups** - Institutionally meaningful cohorts – “truth” (aka subject attributes)
- ref:role: - institutional scope roles (e.g. president, provost, chaplain...)
- ref:employee: - types of employees (faculty, staff, part-time, full-time...)
- ref:student: - types of students

**Access Policy Groups** - digital policy based on subject attributes
- app:vpn:vpn_allow - allow policy for vpn access

**Bundle Groups** - Sets of reference groups (cohorts) used to drive access policy
- bundle:employee_services - cohorts that get employee-like access
Account and membership groups represent authorization policy. Effective membership configured via group math or rules generates change notifications.

Reference groups represent the current state of membership for all subjects as known to the enterprise. They are used to configure access management policy and provide the means for automated provisioning of groups and accounts as well as audit and compliance.
early_onboarded

Students who were onboarded ahead of their official first day as a student. E.g. part time students that need online access prior to the first day of classes. A generalized case of "incoming_class". Subjects added to this group should be given a definite end date (i.e. a date sometime after the start of term when reference groups driven from institutional data take over).

on_track_grad

Students on track to graduate in the current school year. Ref: Banner.
recent_hire

Recently hired employee. Data may not yet have been entered in Banner, yet. Subjects added to this group are automatically given an end date 28 days (4 weeks) after being added. Unless you have a specific reason, it is probably best to NOT add a subject directly to this group, but instead to `recent_non_faculty_hires` OR `recent_faculty_hires`. Members of those groups are automatically made indirect members of this group.

temps_w_positions

Temporary employees (code "NP") with active positions.

More
Students that have taken a leave of absence within 4 years of the current date.
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